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Cell Mechanics: FilaminA Leads
the Way
Actin filaments are thought to be the major structural components of
most eukaryotic cells, but reconstituted actin networks have yet to
account for the remarkable strength exhibited by cellular networks.
A new study has found that reconstituted networks that include the
cross-linker filaminA can replicate many of the mechanical properties
of cells if they are stressed prior to mechanical measurement.James L. McGrath
Cytoplasm is a complex material
that defies description as either
a solid or fluid: the resistance that
cytoplasm offers to deformation
depends on both the extent (like
a solid) and the rate (like a fluid) of
deformation. Materials behaving in
this way are called viscoelastic, and
most commonly viscoelastic
materials are solutions of polymers.
Entanglements among the
polymers give typical viscoelastic
materials a solid-like response to
small, temporary, deformations;
but if the material is stressed over
long periods, entanglements can
come undone, allowing individual
polymers to slide past one another
like elements of a fluid. The
cytoplasm inside a cell is filled with
polymers: the actin microfilaments
and intermediate filaments of the
cytoskeleton. Efforts to understand
the relationship between the
properties of cytoskeletal polymers
in vitro and cellular mechanics in
vivo date back at least 20 years [1],
and have taken a significant step
forward with the reconstitution
studies reported recently by
Gardel et al. [2].
The mechanical properties of
cells have been investigated by
a variety of methods, including
micropipette aspiration [3] and
centrifugation [4]. Most appropriate
for anchorage-dependent cells are
bead-based assays, in which local
deformations are applied as cells
spread naturally over a substrate. In
an important example of this type of
assay, magnetic beads coated with
integrin ligands are attached to cell
surfaces and twisted in a magnetic
field [5]. Because integrins pass
through the plasma membrane and
connect to cytoplasmic actin
filaments, the assay is an indirect
measure of the mechanics ofcellular actin networks. By
repeatedly twisting beads in
a periodic fashion, Fabry et al. [6]
were able to determine the storage
and loss modulii that characterize
a cell’s solid-like and fluid-like
resistances to deformation,
respectively. They discovered that
both modulii increase slowly with
the frequency of deformation
according to a surprisingly simple
power law. Also surprising is
that the power law relationship
they discovered appears to capture
cell mechanics over a frequency
range spanning more than four
decades, and applies to several cell
types under a variety of
experimental conditions [6].
The rheological properties of
purified actin networks, however,bear little resemblance to cellular
mechanics [7,8]. For one thing, the
storage and loss modulii of pure
actin solutions depend more
strongly, and in more complex
ways, on frequency [9,10]. Also, the
magnitudes of both types of
modulus indicate that pure actin
solutions are at least three
orders-of-magnitude weaker than
cells. There are certainly many
physical differences between
cellular networks and purified actin
that might account for the disparity.
The average length of filaments
in vitro is tens of microns [11], while
actin regulatory proteins in cells
control filament lengths to around
a micron and smaller [12]. With such
short filaments, the connections
between filaments are provided
less by entanglements and more by
proteins that cross-link filaments
together. Among the cross-linking
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Biology is replete with examples of
convergent evolution, in which
non-homologous structures have
come to resemble each other in
form or function [1–3].
Convergence is not merely
a curious coincidence; it can
highlight the ecologically relevant
features that have been selected
for in different environments or
Dispatch
R327networks by using filaments
shortened to approximately 1
micron by the severing protein
gelsolin and then cross-linked by
filaminA [2] (Figure 1). At
physiological concentrations of
filaminA and actin, the storage and
loss modulii of these networks
increased with frequency in
a manner resembling the cellular
power-law derivedbyFabryetal. [6].
But while the filamin cross-linked
networks replicated the dynamic
response of cellular networks, they
again fell short of cellular modulii by
three orders-of-magnitude. Gardel
et al. [2] hypothesized that, in
addition to bearing the stresses
imparted by a twisting bead, the
cellular networks supported
tensions continuously generated
by the actions of internal myosin
motors. To test whether such
‘prestress’ might resolve the
paradox, the authors applied
a steady shear to their test samples
and then measured modulii using
superimposed oscillations. The
local modulii measured by this
technique increased sharply with
increasing prestress and eventually
replicated the strengths of cellular
networks.
Gardel et al. [2] found that, in
contrast to filaminA networks,
networks cross-linked with
a-actinin did not strengthen with
applied prestress; instead they
fractured at prestress levels
several orders lower than the
filamin networks can sustain. The
two actin-binding domains in
a-actinin are on opposite ends of
the rigid, linear protein that tends to
align filaments side-by-side [7]; by
contrast, the two actin-binding
domains in filaminA are at the end
of a large, V-shaped, flexible
protein that arranges filaments
more orthogonally to one another
[13]. To examine the importance of
cross-linker flexibility, Gardel et al.
[2] conducted experiments using
mutant forms of filamin lacking
hinge regions of the protein.
Networks cross-linked with the
filamin mutants were mechanically
more similar to those cross-linked
with a-actinin than those
cross-linked with wild-type
filaminA. Thus, the flexibility of
filaminA appears vital to the ability
of this protein to strengthen actin
networks that are prestressed.The work of Gardel et al. [2] is
consistent with cellular data
indicating that myosin-generated
tension directly increases cellular
modulii [14], however the
reconstitution of this phenomenon
is still incomplete. For the studies
of Gardel et al. [2], prestress was
generated by the steady rotation of
a rheometer plate. It is unclear how
steady shear translates to steady
tension on the filamin/actin
networks, and so it will be
interesting to see if the
reconstitution effort can be
advanced to include more
physiological myosin-generated
tension. This next step could be
tricky because myosin motors
can slide filaments past one
another to relax — rather than
sustain — network tension [15]. In
addition, myosins assemble into
minifilaments that will themselves
cross-link actin filaments and thus
the addition of myosins could
interfere with the dynamic and
mechanical properties of filamin
networks.
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